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While you are here…
You might notice a city wide campaign called ‘Yo Sí Respeto Tus Espacios.' A campaign designed to raise awareness
of the challenges facing those in our city with mobility issues.
Over the past few years Mazatlán has made huge
progress in an ‘accessibility for all’ initiative. This initiative includes more wheelchair ramps, wider sidewalks and increased
designated parking. Making restaurants, shops and most public spaces more accessible for all. But even with these recent
improvements there are still some ‘access’ challenges that
face even the able-bodied. Especially in Centro where elevated
flood curbs, sidewalks and entryways are the norm.
So if you see a situation where your assistance is
needed don’t be afraid to stand up, step in, and help out. You’ll
be making a huge difference while you’re here.
Enjoy all that Mazatlán has to offer.

Printed by PB Press.

On The Cover Aerial photo courtesy of Jed Vaughn / Freelancer.
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THE GASTRONOMIC SCENE

Iconic Restaurants in Mazatlán
By Paola Osuna

I

t's been a while since I wrote my last piece about the gastronomic scene in Mazatlán and, in the interim, some new
restaurants have opened while others, unfortunately, have
closed their doors. This always makes me think about the many
challenges involved in operating a restaurant and working to
make sure that it endures over the years. At one time, in fact,
I had my own eatery so I can tell you from experience that it
is one job that definitely keeps you on the move. With those
memories in mind, I decided to start this season’s contribution
by honoring some of Mazatlan’s most iconic restaurants, places
that have remained popular with locals and visitors alike. Due
to lack of space, my comments will be limited to just four of
these memorable spots, traditional favorites you will want to include on your dining list for this season.

4 El Palomar

4 La Copita Cenaduría

4 Panamá

4 Taqueria Héctor

This restaurant brings back
mouth-watering
memories
from childhood days when our
family would go out to eat on
sunday afternoons - and believe me, that was not yesterday. El Palomar’s specialty is
traditional carne asada served
with french fries, but it was the
melted cheese, accompanied
by fresh tortillas and salsa,
that received star billing from
me. While the menu is not especially extensive, I think it's
still the same as when I was a
child, in addition to meat dishes, you can always find a variety of fresh seafood. El Palomar built its reputation as a
family business and although
it was closed for several years,
one of the founder's daughters reopened it to the delight
of diners everywhere. Go for
the delicious food, of course,
but also for the breath-taking
views; you won’t regret it.

The word cenaduría means
“dinner” in spanish and so
by extension, a cenaduria is
a restaurant that opens only
for dinner. While these days,
many cenadurías do open for
breakfast or lunch as well, La
Copita is one spot, that since
its inception in 1965, remains
true to its original schedule
and menu. If you want to try
traditional sinaloan food that
does not include seafood, this
is the place to do it. You can
find pozole, enchiladas, tostadas and gorditas, all served
in mouth watering sinaloan
style. If you are not familiar
with these traditional mexican dishes, check out Cenaduría La Copita and discover why they are so unique.
And while I am at it, let me
give you another tip: Try their
raspados, delicious natural
fruit drinks served with lots
of ice; they are simply the
best in Mazatlán.

This highly
successful
chain of restaurants and bakeries operates throughout the
State of Sinaloa, but is the
special pride of Mazatlán. The
chain’s roots go back some 45
years to the opening of a small
grocery store called “The Panama Canal”. Over time, they
began selling cakes and later
expanded into a full service
restaurant. Today, Panamá offers an extensive menu of offerings, that includes everything from mexican dishes to
low-calorie selections. They
have become a culinary favorite and official stop for visitors
and locals in search of a reliably good restaurant, bakery
or pastry shop. What are my
personal recommendations for
a Panamá visit? Try them for
breakfast, lunch or dinner. At
any time of the day, their freshly-baked breads and cakes will
surely catch your eye and calm
your cravings. Service is impeccable, fast and friendly and
there are several convenient
locations around town with
the most popular being the
downtown and golden zone locations.

Located on the corner of
Zaragoza and Guillermo Nelson in downtown, this well
known taquería has offered
yummy tacos to hungry aficionados for more than 40 years.
Totally unpretentious, Tacos
Héctor consists of a simple
cart and a long common table
where diners sit side by side
enjoying their meal. For me,
this is a big part of the Héctor’s experience and the detail that makes this spot truly authentic. No matter what,
somehow, you always end up
talking with the person next
to you as salsa and limes are
passed around for all to share.
Hector’s carne asada tacos,
vampires and quesadillas
are some Mazatlan’s best, all
made with quality ingredients
and bursting with incredible
flavors. And I love chatting
with Don Héctor, the eatery’s
founder and “master taquero”. This is another family-run
business where wife, children
and daughter-in-law all work
together. And everyone is super friendly. When you go to
Héctor’s, ask for their tasty
fresh plum water, a specialty
served only in season.

E Paseo Claussen 107, Centro

Phone: 669-9100409

E Belisario Dominguez 2501,

Centro
Phone:669-1239689

E Benito Juarez (in front of Cathedral),
Centro. Phone: 669-9851853
E Av. Camaròn Sábalo s/n Golden
Zone. Phone: (669) 913.6977
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TOMATL EXPERIENCES

GETTING TO KNOW
MEXICAN CHESSES

to prevent mold.] It is usually
sprinkled on dishes as an accent, but can be used to flavor
pastas and salads.

By Paola Osuna

P

rior to the arrival of the
Europeans, the Mesoamerican diet did not
include dairy products, so
cheesemaking was unknown.
The Spanish conquistadors
brought cattle, goats, and
sheep to the New World, permanently changing dietary
habits. The Spanish also
brought techniques to make
cheeses from their homeland,
over time, the blending of European and indigenous peoples and traditions included
the modification of cheeses to
suit mestizo tastes. This adaptation varied from region
to region, which has led to the
variety of cheeses produced in
México today.
This blending and variations
have given rise to a number of
varieties of Mexican cheeses. Almost all cheese in México is made with cows’ milk,
with some made from goats’
milk. Most cheeses are made
with raw (unpasteurized) milk.
Between 20 and 40 different
varieties of cheese are made
in México, but only two cheeses are protected by law, Cotija
and queso de bola of Ocosingo, Chiapas. Since the production of Chihuahua and Oaxaca
cheeses has been established
outside of these states before
legal protection, it is no longer
possible to do so.

are entirely Mexican
inventions: Oaxaca,
Cotija, and Chihuahua, and manchego.
The last shares its
name with the Spanish cheese, but in
Spain, it is made with
sheep's milk, and
Mexican manchego is
made with cows’ milk
or cows’ and goats’
milks. Many of México's cheeses are regional specialties, but
the most common
ones mentioned here
are known and made
throughout the country. Most of the time, cheese
is used to top dishes as a condiment rather than as a main
ingredient.
The most basic Mexican
cheese is queso fresco, this
cheese is made with whole
milk, but has relatively low fat
its used primarily to crumble
over dishes.[1] This cheese is
made in just about all parts of
México with little variation.
Queso asadero is a different cheese that is white, semisoft, and good for melting. It
is often used to make queso
fundido, similar to a fondue or
quesadillas.

to mild, and is a pale
yellow rather than
white.
Today, the
cheese is made all
over México and is
popular as a commercially
produced
cheese.
Queso
crema or doble crema is
prepared with cows’
milk fortified with
additional cream. It
is spreadable and its
often used to prepare
desserts.

ly firm texture, with a sweet/
sour taste In traditional markets, this cheese is often sold
in baskets in which it has been
molded, giving it the alternate
name of queso de canasta. It is
often served cold as part of an
appetizer or snack tray.
Requesón is a loose cheese
similar to ricotta or cottage
cheese, made with whole
cows’ milk. It has a light, not
salty taste, and is used for enchiladas, tostadas, cheese
spreads, cakes, and more.

Chihuahua cheese is named after the Mexican state
which is home to a significant
Mennonite
populaPanela is another white, tion who created it, it is also
fresh-milk cheese with little called queso menonita. The
Most of the most popular fat or cholesterol, it is made original version is semihard
varieties are fresh cheeses, with skim milk, giving it a fair- with very small holes, close
to a type of cheese
such as queso frescalled Chester. This
co, panela, and asaBetween 20 and 40 different varieties
version is sold covdero. The two most
in cloth and parpopular aged cheeses
of cheese are made in México, but only ered
affin wax. The taste
are Cotija and Chivaries from a Chedhuahua. Four cheeses
two cheeses are protected by law
dar-like
sharpness
produced in México
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Queso añejo (literally aged
cheese) is the aged version
of queso fresco. It is classified
as a soft cheese, but well-aged
batches can become quite firm
and salty. It is primarily used
as a garnish. Queso añejo can
also be found with a coating of
chili pepper.
Oaxaca cheese originated in the state of Oaxaca, but
it is now made and eaten in
just about all of México, but
is generally found only in
México. It is a soft, stretchedcurd cheese, made with cows’
milk, much like asadero. The
cheese is then formed into
ropes which are then wound
into balls. The cheese can be

melted especially for quesadillas, but it is often eaten
pulled apart or shredded on
top of prepared dishes. Oaxaca
cheese can be used in place of
mozzarella in salads.
Hope you find this helpful in
your next grocery shopping. •

Paola Osuna was born and raised
in Mazatlán. Paola refers to herself as a “Culinary Curator”. Her
approach to gastronomy is to assemble ingredients and flavours
based on research into the history
and traditions of cultural dishes.
Paola runs Tomatl Mexican Culinary Experiences. She runs food
tours and cultural cooking classes. You can reach Paola at: 669
1714800 Email: tomatlexperiences@gmail.com - www.tomatl.mx

Mexican manchego cheese was introduced to México from the
Spanish region of La Mancha,
but it tastes quite different,
as it is made with a mixture
of cows’ and goats’ milks in
México rather than sheep's
milk. It has a buttery taste and
melts well.. Normally, manchego is not aged, but the
aged version is called queso
manchego Viejo.
While versions are made
commercially elsewhere, Cotija cheese is made in Cotija,
and other communities in the
Sierra de Jalisco and Michoacan region, which straddles
the two states. To receive this
recognition, the cheese must
also be made with pasteurized
milk to prevent food-borne illness. This goat cheese was developed in México entirely and
has a taste and texture similar
to that of Italian parmesan. It
has a light golden hue and pronounced sour-milk aroma It is
aged an average of 12 months
and sometimes the wheels are
covered in a chili pepper paste
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Happy Holidays!

EL OBSERVADOR

Now Appearing: Our Lady of Guadalupe
By TE Wilson

T

he patron saint of
México is Our Lady
of Guadalupe – also
known as the Virgin
of Guadalupe – with her feast
day this month, on December
12. For many Mexicans, this is
the most important religious
holiday of the year.
But the Virgin of Guadalupe isn’t just famous in México. She’s renown around the
world. The most visited Catholic pilgrimage site on the planet is the Minor Basilica of Our
Lady of Guadalupe in suburban México City. It’s also the
world's third most visited sacred site.
The story begins on the
morning of December 9, 1531,
when a peasant named Juan
Diego had a vision of a young
woman at the Hill of Tepeyac,
the current site of the Basilica. At that time, the site held
a chapel dedicated to the Virgin. The Spanish knew what
they were doing, because on
the same site, they had previously destroyed a temple of
the mother goddess, Tonantz-
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her the archbishop’s message.
She promised to come up with
something the next day.
Unfortunately, Juan Diego
was busy the next day, as his
uncle had fallen sick. The day
after that, on Tuesday, December 12, it appeared that his uncle was dying, and Juan Diego
went to Tlatelolco in search of
a priest.

in. It was perhaps no surprise,
then, when the woman identified herself as the Virgin Mary,
speaking to Juan Diego in Nahuatl, the language of the Aztec empire.
Juan Diego went to the
archbishop of México City to
tell him what had happened.
The archbishop didn’t believe
the boy, but then Juan Diego
had another apparition, in
which the young woman continued to insist that she was

the Virgin, and that she was
the “mother of the very true
deity.” She wanted a proper
church to be built on the site
in her honor.
On December 10, which
was a Sunday, Juan Diego went
back to the archbishop to say
that the Virgin was still pestering him. The archbishop, still
unconvinced, told Juan Diego
to ask the young woman for
a sign. On that same day Juan
Diego saw her again, and gave

Feeling a little embarrassed
that he’d been avoiding the Virgin, Juan Diego chose a more
circuitous route to Tlatelolco. However, the mother of
God wasn’t fooled, and took it
upon herself to intercept the
boy. Even so, she claimed not
to know what he was up to.
He described his situation, as
well as the skepticism of the
archbishop, and she famously
asked him: "¿No estoy yo aquí
que soy tu madre?" (Am I not
here, I who am your mother?).
It was a modest scold,
which she topped off with a
miracle. She told Juan Diego
to stop worrying, as his uncle
had recovered. And while Juan

M! Magazine

Diego was at it, she said, he
should pick up some flowers
from Tepeyac Hill. This made
no sense, as that ground was
usually barren in December.
Nonetheless, Juan went to
Tepeyac Hill, whereupon he
found Castilian roses, not native to México, in full bloom.
The Virgin arranged the flowers on his cloak, and later in
the day on December 12, when
Juan Diego stood before the
archbishop, the roses fell to
the ground, leaving behind an
image of the Virgin of Guadeloupe on the fabric.
The next day Juan Diego
visited his uncle, who had fully recovered, and who claimed
that an apparition of the Virgin had visited at his bedside.
She’d given the uncle specific instructions to inform the
archbishop of the visit and the
cure, and that she wanted to
be known as Guadalupe.
The archbishop was now
convinced, and put Juan Di-

December 2019

ego’s cloak on public display
in his church in México City.
It was a hit. On December 26,
the “miraculous image” went
to the small chapel in Tepeyac, whereupon a miracle occurred. During the procession,
an indigenous man was accidentally shot in the neck by
an arrow. The dying man was
placed before the Virgin’s image, after which he made a
perfect recovery.
Over the centuries, all of
México – not only the Catholic Church – has embraced the
legend, particularly the image of the Virgin on the cloak,
which is without a doubt México's most popular symbol.
This December, keep an eye
out for her. This is her month,
and she’s been known to make
a few appearances. •

TE Wilson is a journalist and the
author of the Detective Sánchez
series of crime novels.
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Embrace Mexican traditions:

Create your own posada
By Olivia Guzón

I

f you live in Mexican, then you might want to start embracing some Mexican traditions. Even though Holiday
season is mostly a universal time of the year and Santa
Claus definitely isn’t Mexican, in Mexico there is a tradition related to Christmas that you can’t find anywhere else, and
yes, it involves a piñata!
In order to convert the Aztecs into Catholicism, Spanish started to carry out nine religious masses in the days before the birth
of Jesus Christ. After these masses a little gathering was made,

where they used to sing a song to ask for “posada”, which literally means hostel or shelter, as the Virgin Mary, already pregnant
with baby Jesus, and his husband José did looking for a place to
spend the night.
Even though many families still maintain this ritual, nowadays “posadas” are mostly an excuse to be close to family and
friends and have fun. So here are some important ideas you
cannot missed if you a thinking in celebrate your first Mexican
posada.

Tamales

The 7 peaks piñata
The seven peaks piñata represent the seven deadly sins:
pride, greed, lust, envy, gluttony, wrath and sloth. During
the gatherings after the masses, prior Christmas, it became
a tradition to break the piñata
with a stick and blindfolded.
Breaking the piñata meant
freeing oneself from evil
temptations, and as a reward,
God's grace was achieved, represented by the fruits inside;
traditionally tangerines, sugar
cane, peanuts and tejocote, a
native Mexican fruit. Although,
nowadays we use candy.

10

Food is very important in
a “posada”. Mexican food like
tostadas, sopes, tortas and pozole are well received, but the
king of the party is the tamal.
Filled with chicken, pork or
beef, you may choose, but the
more the merrier.

tejocote. But the main ingredient in the posadas is alcohol!
That’s right, this is no ordinary
punch as it is spiced with usually with tequila.

Atole and ponche de frutas

Paper decorations

These are traditional drinks
you must tried. Atole is a corn
based drink with piloncillo, a
traditional sweet made of unrefined cane sugar, cinnamon
and vanilla. If you mixed with
chocolate, then you get what
is known as champurrado.

You don’t have to go all the
way Mexican with the decorations for the party, as we Mexican do like typical Christmas
decorations related with Santa
Claus, Rudolph, red and white.
But if you want to remain traditional, then our classic paper decorations are a must,
so at least have some of them
around.

Fruit punch in México is
made specially with piloncillo,
prune, apple, cinnamon, guava, tamarindo, jamaica and

Mexican Christmas carols
If you want to have a very
traditional posada, then traditional music is required.
Spanish versions of the popular songs you already know
are good, but we do have our
own carols so it would be very
considered to look for some
of those, like “Los peces en el
río”, “Campana sobre campana”, “El niño del tambor” and
“La marimorena”.
That said, many posadas
do not have these element, as
they are mostly just and excuse to party. It’s up to you…
just don’t forget the booze. •
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By Olivia Guzón

A Merry Christmas
Off the Streets

T

What they need:

he holidays are for
spending with your
loved ones. Friends
and family gather together in
their homes to share love and
laughter. This is the dream,
especially for those who are
homeless.

kind. He found a job as a security guard at night, but still
couldn’t pay for a place to live.
One day while he was walking the streets hungry and
tired after work, he ran into a
place with free dinner for the
homeless.

Marcelino’s last Christmas
was very different than the picture of it he’d had in his head.

It was Amigos de San Josemaría Escrivá de Balaguer’s
dinner, one of the two dinners
and two shelters dedicated to
help the homeless in Mazatlán since 2010.

In 2000 his parents died and
his sisters decided to sell the
house he shared with them,
therefore he was left homeless.

“They offered me food and a
place to stay during the morning while I wasn’t at work, so
I wanted to thank them offering my help. I want to be useful,” said Marcelino.

Since then he’s been living
on and off the streets, sleeping
under bridges, next to railroads
or outside of buildings, and he
became addicted to alcohol
and drugs. Until recently…

He was so helpful, that the
association ended up hiring
him as a care-giver for one of
the shelters, offering better
work without the temptations
facing him when he had to
stay up all night as a guard.

“It was like any other day;
it didn’t even feel like it was
Christmas. It was all the same,
just being drunk all day and
sleeping wherever I could find
a place,” Marcelino said, now
49 years old.

“I was tired of people looking at me on the street and they
were afraid of me. They avoided me when I walked next to

12

in Mazatlán and El Rosario,
where they help around of 100
people per day.
But they need our help. Because these holiday meals will
be special, the group needs
ingredients for traditional holidays dishes, and money to
make it possible. As well, they
need donations of clothes for
all ages to give away during
the holiday season, plus toys
for the children in the shelter

in El Rosario where they help
homeless families.
You can contact the association by e-mail at amigosdesanjosemaria@yahoo.com.mx,
or by calling (222) 441.2263 for
English and (669) 123.3539 for
Spanish. For more information
about their work go to http://
mazatlan21.com/maz21/
amigos-de-san-jose-maria

Olivia Guzón is a journalist. She
has worked and collaborated
with newspapers like EL NORTE
in Monterrey, from Grupo REFORMA, and Noroeste, in Mazatlán.
For the past three years she has
been working with Televisora del Pacífico (TVP) as a copy
writer and producer of a series
of mini documentaries for a new
site called La Urbe.mx. She also
teaches at TecMilenio university.

Three months later, he
has bonded with the five old
men who are under his care,
calling them mis viejitos (my
old men). He believes they’ve
helped him become the man
he always wanted to be.

At age 29 he’d gotten hit by
a car and ended up in a wheelchair for a few years because
his left leg was crushed. That’s
when he started drinking. Becoming homeless in that condition was the last straw that
pushed him into drugs.
In 2007, Marcelino moved
to Mazatlán to start a new life
but he ended up living on the
streets again, until one day he
hit bottom.

F Fruits and vegetables
F Turkey, beef or pork
F Nonperishable food
F Eggs, chicken and fish
F Kitchen utensils
F Cleaning products
F Hygiene products
F Clothes and shoes for
adults, teenagers and
children of all ages.
F Volunteers

them, like I was dangerous,
or even worse, like I was contagious. I felt disgusted with
myself and my life, I wanted to
be someone worthy of a smile
when I walk by,” he explained
with tears in his eyes.

ready. He entered an Alcoholics Anonymous building of his
own free will and asked for
help, where he lived for three
years, working to avoid the
temptations of the street and
on staying sober.

After that, no one had to
force him to change. He was

But life, as cruel as it can
be sometimes, can also be

“I like being helpful, not
just by helping them with
their basic needs, but by being
their companion, listening to
their stories and joking with
them. For me a great Christmas would be to spend it with
them. They are my friends.”
And now he will. Amigos
de San Josemaría E. is preparing a meal for the homeless
in celebration of the holidays
M! Magazine
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After three long years of therapy, he was finally pensioned off, and with
encouragement from some friends, decided to buy a one way ticket to Mazatlán.

To make a point, sometimes you have to go very far
By Ana Fernandez

A

fter three years of
preparation, and with
little pomp and circumstance—not even
the usual social media
blasts-- on July 1, 2019, Warren
Schlosser quietly left Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada to
embark on a 5,200-kilometer
(3,231-miles) journey just to
make a point: he’s doing the
road trip in his wheelchair.
Not since Rick Hansen, another Canuck, did his “Man
in Motion World Tour” over
30 years ago, has
someone taken on
such an incredible
wheelchair challenge—using only
his arms to propel
him almost the
entirety of North
America Adding to

his endeavor are his two furry
companions, Luna and Taquito (Mexican rescues). His assistant and friend, Jed Vaughn,
is a freelance travel writer, and
the de facto photographer,
videographer, social media
guru and driver escort in the
RV they stay in. Jed is definitely a man with many hats!
Warren wanted to show
people that being disabled
should not hold you back
from “functioning in society
in productive and meaning-

ful ways”. He’s demonstrating
that disabled people can do
amazing things!
Despite being in constant
pain from his injuries, Warren’s positive attitude and
sunny disposition helps him
make friends wherever he
goes. For this trek, he set his
fundraising goal at $100,000
with the intention of splitting
the funds equally between
two charities for each country he travels through. At this
writing, he has raised almost
$8,000, but he feels
hopeful more will
come in even after
he reaches his destination sometime
in mid-December.

Warren wanted to show people that
being disabled should not hold you
back from “functioning in society in
productive and meaningful ways”.

14

versity early in his adult life.
In 1989, happily married to his
high school sweetheart, his
wife suddenly passed away
from a severe asthma attack.
It was then he took on the first
big challenge in life, raising
his four young boys (ages 8
months, 3, 5 and 10) as a single dad. There were plenty of
ups and downs, but today the
boys are men with families of
their own, and he is the proud
grandfather to eight!
His next challenge would
prove to be equally as great.
In 2006, when his youngest
boy had just left home, Warren was a passenger in a tractor trailer when he was in a
highway crash sustaining
devastating injuries. After
three long years of therapy, he
was finally pensioned off, and

Warren learned
how to deal with ad-

M! Magazine
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with encouragement from
some friends, decided to buy
a one way ticket to Mazatlán. By that time, he had ballooned to almost 350 lbs and
was on 24 pills a day for pain
management.
It didn’t take him long to
fall in love with our city and
find his niche. The malecon
was the best place for him to
get exercise in his chair, which
is how he managed to bring his
weight down, and reduce his
medications drastically. This
is how most of us in Mazatlán
know Warren, free-wheeling
along the malecon with his
furry companions!
Warren is averaging about
30-35 kilometers a day from
about 8am to 3pm. Luna and
Taquito, who are both leash-
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trained, are tucked away in
their own personal little trailers attached to his wheelchair.
They will even trot alongside
him, but when it gets too hot,
into the RV they go where
they snuggle up to each other
for a nap.
Since leaving Canada, Warren and his team have experienced all sorts of weather
and terrain. He can’t wheel if
there’s a threat of lightening or
if the winds are over 17KMH,
so sometimes they opt to drive
part of the way until they can
resume the trip. Once, after a
short break, Warren resumed
wheeling and then suddenly
realized he was heading in the
wrong direction. No wonder
things had started to look familiar! But even hailstones the
size of golf balls, as occurred
in North Dakota, or the threat
of a tornado near Sioux City
can’t stop this dynamo.
People in all three countries have been more than
generous with their time and
assistance. Like the kind staff
at Tenderhearts Veterinary
Clinic in North Platte, Nebraska who donated their services
and gave Warren’s furry family
a clean bill of health.
Or the great people of Nogales. As soon as Warren
crossed the border into Mexico, he was greeted warmly by
the mayor, the US consul, lo-
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Warren’s
To DONATE and read
adventure blog go to
arren.com
www.wheelchairw

loves; camping! Robert has
traveled everywhere camping
wherever he goes despite his
physical limitations.

Luna and Taquito snuggling up for a little nap.

cal media and Alvaro Romero from the Venados baseball
team. Ever since then, locals
and dignitaries have been
greeting him with accolades.
And, the Venados team continues to provide accommodations, care and security on his
route south.
When I first interviewed
Warren, he was 130 kilometers
south of the Mexican border,
having crossed that milestone
at exactly four months on the
road. He was being escorted by
the Federales (Mexico’s federal
police) for his safety because
the road he was traveling on
has no shoulder. In Hermosillo, he had the media following
him and was invited to watch
a baseball game while there.

He has become quite a celebrity this side of the border! And
the Federales continue to help
him along the way as needed.
Warren is an inspiration
to many, but one question remains: Who is Warren’s inspiration? Over the years, and
especially on this trek, he has
met many people that inspire
him. One young man’s tale
was particularly notable.
In January 2008, while
walking his dog at 10am, Robert was hit by a young drunk
driver and pinned against a
tree. In a flash the lower right
side of his body was gone and
he found himself wheelchair
bound. But that doesn’t stop
Robert from doing what he

Warren continues to be
amazed by the reception he’s
getting on his journey. In fact,
some people have made special trips just to see him on
the road. One fellow rode his
motorcycle Three hours just
to meet him. Even tribal chiefs
make sure they greet him as
he passes through their lands.
But maybe the best inspiration is family based. Warren’s
mum, even at 80, is still traveling on her own to Mexico to
visit Warren. Nothing stops the
Schlosser clan! They’ve always
had the adventurous “what’s
over the next hill?” attitude. •

Check Ana's website
at TheSoloSnowbird.
com”. Ana manages two very popular
Facebook
groups:
Mazatlán Snowbird Rentals (for
landlords and tenants to connect)
and the Mazatlán Solo Snowbird
Activity Group.
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TAKING CARE

Becoming
an Empowered
Patient
By Deborah Brannan

P

atients find more and
more that their healthcare is being compromised by providers and
insurers who are short-shifting them with Patient safety
issues, money issues, lack of
time, and communication with
their doctors... These days,
wise patients are empowered
patients, learning everything
they can about the healthcare
system, the obstacles to good
care, and the steps they can
take to get the best care possible. Weather you are a patient
in Canada, the United States or
México, being an empowered
patient is paramount.
If you are over the age of 45,
you'll remember Dr. Marcus
Welby. He was the skilled and
kindly TV doctor who was able
to solve most medical problems
within the one hour he appeared each week on the small
screen.
In those days, many thought
our family doctors and general practitioners were just like
Marcus Welby. They were mostly men, paternalistic and kindly,
they seemed to know everything
there was to know about taking
care of us, they smiled at us
when we arrived, they took their
time and answered our questions, and most of us got well.
Times have changed, there
are few Marcus Welbys practicing medicine today. The world
of medicine has transitioned
to a system that works hard to
take control away from both
patients and their doctors, giving rise to a new paradigm that
requires patients to take more
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responsibility for their medical
care than in the past.
Patient empowerment has
a handful of definitions. Most
focus on the concept of the patient taking an active role in
their own disease and health
management. Supporting participation by learning all you
can about your health conditions and treatment options
available.
Until recently, the thought
that a patient would participate so fully in their healthcare
was unheard of. Today, many
patients realize that this level of participation is vital to
maintaining health in the current complex and challenging
healthcare system.
With a few guidelines and
commitment, you can become
an empowered patient. Your
healthcare professionals and
providers will be held accountable to you. You will receive the
care you need, the care you deserve, and the care you trust. It
is unfortunate, but we must be
proactive to ensure we receive
quality, transparent and informed care.
Be your own Dr. Marcus Welby. To take control of your health
and become an empowered patient follow these simple steps:

Take responsibility
Know that you are the person most qualified to manage
your healthcare needs. You will
use all the resources at your
disposal—from people to the
printed word—and you will use

that knowledge to help make
decisions about your treatment that are your decisions to
make.

Set Goals
To achieve and maintain your
health you need to set a treatment goal and work toward
that goal. For some this may
be to be healed. For some it
may be to manage a disease or
condition. For others, it may be
to to cope with a new medical
problem.

Collaborate
You will need to be an active
participant in your own healthcare team; including providers, support personnel, family
members, patient advocate,
knowing that the collaboration
helps you in the decision-making and management of your
diagnosis and treatment processes.

Education
Accessing resources; observation and recording of symptoms, completing
medical
testing, gathering family history. Seeking knowledge from
providers, other patients, and
researching your health concerns all allows you to be better
informed to participate in your
care.

Be a Smart Consumer
Sometimes the challenges we
face in healthcare is related to
customer service and the cost

of service. Understanding that
you are the customer and you
have a choice of where and
when to spend your healthcare
dollars.

Stay Safe
Be aware medical errors can
and do happen. You have the
right to feel safe from injury
and incidence. Address any situation that you feel puts you at
risk.

Add Advocacy
Realize that you are not expected to know everything
about your health. Assistance
is available to help patients
transition through the steps
of their diagnosis and care. An
advocate can be another set of
eyes and ears.

Adhere to your decisions
Since you will collaborated with trusted members of
your healthcare team to make
healthcare decisions, you will
feel confident in following
your plan. •

Deborah Brannan, is a Retired
Canadian Nurse living full-time
in Mazatlan with her husband.
She worked most of her career in
trauma and ICU and earned her
Masters Degree in Chronic Disease
management. She is dedicated to
helping the expat community of
Mazatlan access quality, transparent healthcare.
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BOOSTER CLUB

Meet The Team

Q. Having been with the
Venados for three seasons,
what is it that makes playing
for the Venados such a great
experience that you continue
to return each season?

By Simon Lynds

T

he 2019/20 LMP is
now in full flow with
the season almost 2/3
of the way thru and with 12
home games remaining in
December, we can expect a
lot of drama, as the Venados
once again battle their way
into the play offs!
Last month we met up
with Anthony Giasanti which
proved to be fortuitous, as he
went on to hit 6 home runs
and 21 RBI´s in November!
Playing a major role in the Venados rise to 6th place in the
LMP standings!

History in The Making!
This month we touch base
with Venados pitcher Mitch
Lively, but before we do that
the Venados had an historic visit in November when
Justine Siegal, MLB´s first
ever appointed female coach
(Oakland Athletics), came to
Mazatlan and then became
the first woman to be incorporated into the official roster
of the Venados baseball team
for the Caneros “Mexican
Armed Forces” series!
Justine was accompanied
by Elia Tello, the American

consulate in Hermosillo to
promote the “Women in the
Diamond Project” a program
designed to encourage more
females to become involved
in baseball at all levels!
They were hosted at the
Teodoro Mariscal Stadium
by Jose Antonio Toledo Ortiz
where Justine led a workshop
and coaching clinic for 28 girls
aged between 10 and 17 years.

Both inside the stadium
and outside. People have welcomed me into their country
and always show me respect.
They have made it my true
second home! Kids come up
to me when I am in Walmart
and it´s just great that you

The Venados are proud to
be a participant in this program to bring more females
into baseball!

M

A. When I met Chino the
GM and his son Jesus the
head scout they made me feel
like this was more being part
of a family and then when I
met the owner Jose Antonio
he just reinforced that and
its such a rare feeling in professional baseball to be treated that way rather than just
being part of a business! It’s a
wonderful feeling!

Mitch Lively was talking to Roman Barron

Venados Booster Club Memories
for Children Program
The Booster Club is
growing and as it grows
so does its potential to
help some wonderful Not
for Profit Organizations in
Mazatlan

itch is one of the fans
favorite players having been pitching
with the Venados team for
three seasons.

But then as things progressed I got drafted by the
Colorado Rockies to play professional baseball and that
was that!

Q. Whats your background
to becoming involved in baseball?

Q. Who was your favorite
player growing up?

My dad was a big influence
always taking me out to practice. Always encouraging me!
BI went to California State
where I also played football
as a punter.

Q. So did this love affair
with the city and fans happen straight away when you
first signed three years ago?

Merry Christmas

MITCH
LIVELY

A. I started playing when I
was five years old where I grew
up in Susanville, California.
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A. I love Mazatlan it´s such
a beautiful city and the Venados relationship with its fans
is incredible! They are always
supportive of the team and I
know how involved the Venados is in the community and I
think that has a lot to do with
the passion the fans bring to
the games.

can chat with them and they
are just so friendly. It´s an
amazing place!

A. No question Ken Griffey
Jnr. Even tho I am not a hitter he was Just an incredible
athlete. Always running thru
walls! Never gave up on anything! Always chasing the
plays down! I just respected
him so much for that! He was
a great example to a young
player learning the game.

M! Magazine

The Venados Booster Club has a number of
Not for Profit partners for
whom they help to raise
awareness, recruit volunteers and generate, much
needed, additional revenues.
This Christmas on Saturday December 21st 2019,
the Venados will be inviting 500 under privileged
children to the Teodoro
Mariscal Stadium to watch
the game versus the Charros de Jalisco!
This is part of the VBC
program to give under
privileged children some
special memory´s that they
can cherish.

December 2019

Clients from Waters
Edge Restaurant, in Centro,
have already stepped up
to the plate to donate the
transportation and the Venados along with the fans
intend to make this a wonderful memory for these
kids!
If you want to be part
of this special occasion
then make sure you buy a
ticket for the game, wear
your VBC T shirt and join
the kids and players and
coaches for the photo ops
and giveaways!
For more information,
please email; venadosboosterclub@outlook.com
Wishing you all a very
Merry Christmas and a
happy, healthy and prosperous 2020
YO SOY VENADOS!
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BEST BEATS
BAND

GENRE

M! IS FOR MOVIES
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Via Condotti 8:30pm

Bar 15 Holiday Inn 8pm

breakmusicmzt
FB Malavista S.C.

BREAK

Pop/Rock Acoustic

MALAVISTA S.C.

Cuban/Latin

Waters Edge 7pm

Pedro y Lolas 8:30pm

La Fabula 9:30pm

Via Condotti 8:30pm

REX

Classic Rock

Pinup’s/Lucky BS 7:00pm

Pinup’s/Lucky BS 7:00pm

Dugout 9:00pm

Pinup’s/Lucky BS 7:00pm

Luis Corrales
and Friends

Cello and Violin
*Special Present

T-42

New Wave/Alternative

KANNON

Classic Rock

Gus & Gus 8:30PM

ROB LAMONICA

LM Restobar 4:30pm - 7:30pm
Gus & Gus 8:30pm - 12am

La Bohemia
Rich Assortment

Truth

Blues

The Troubadours

Country/Blues

Los Bandits

Blues/Rock & Roll

The Brenster

Country

Krakken

Classic Rock

La Roots

Reggae

Cousin Alice

Jazz/Swing

Tanya Carrum

Pop Vocalist

Suncaí Gitano

Acoustic Guitar /
Spanish/Flamenco

Bar 28 6:00pm

Macaws Bar 7:30pm

Ruido Bar 9:30pm

Ruido Bar 9:30pm

Ruido Bar 9:30pm

La Corriente 2pm - 5pm
Gus & Gus 8:30pm - 12am

El Velero 2:30pm - 6pm
LM retobar 9pm - 12am

Palapa Fisherman’s
3pm - 6pm

Palapa Fisherman’s 2pm - 5pm
Cafe Pacifico 7:30pm - 10:15pm

Nachos and Beer

Fish Market

La Chevicheria

La Mona

Via Condotti 6;00

Water’s Edge Bistro 7:00

FACEBOOK

Struggling to find a film on Netflix to watch right now? Here are some of the best new films and TV shows to stream and watch in December

6 Underground

FB Rex-rock

What's the best part of being dead?
It isn't escaping your boss, your ex,
or even erasing your criminal record.
The best part about being dead...is
the freedom. The freedom to fight
the injustice and evil that lurk in our
world without anyone or anything
to slow you down or tell you “no.”
6 Underground introduces a new
kind of action hero. Six individuals
from all around the globe, each
the very best at what they do, have
been chosen not only for their skill,
but for a unique desire to delete
their pasts to change the future.
The team is brought together by an
enigmatic leader (Ryan Reynolds),
whose sole mission in life is to
ensure that, while he and his fellow
operatives will never be remembered,
their actions damn sure will.

FB Luis Alberto
Corrales Salazar

ART WALK Dec 6

ALETS MALAFAMA

Wingin'it

SUNDAY

Macaws Bar 7:30pm

FB Te para Dos
FB Kannon

Diego’s Beach House 12pm

FB Rob Lamonica

La Fabula 6:00

FB Lori Davidson
Diego’s Beach Bar 3:00
Macaws Bar 6:30pm

FB Rob Lamonica

Diego’s Beach House 3:00
Diego’s Beach Bar 2:00
La Catrina 7:00

Lucky B’s 7:00

Diego’s Beach Bar 4:00
FISH. 7:00

Marriage Story

FIsherman’s Landing 7:00
Diego’s Beach Bar 2:00
Water’s Edge Bistro 6:00

La Catrina. 8:00

Water’s Edge Bistro 7:00

PLEASE CHECK A
BAND'S SOCIAL MEDIA
ACCOUNTS FOR DATE
CONFIRMATION

Water’s Edge Bistro 7:30

If you’d like to be added to our “Best Beats” music calendar please send your information via WhatsApp to: Yuliia Yushyna 669 148 0293 or David Luchetti 669 139 0138.

MARRIAGE STORY is Academy
Award nominated filmmaker
Noah Baumbach's incisive and
compassionate portrait of a
marriage breaking up and a
family staying together. The film
stars Scarlett Johansson and
Adam Driver. Laura Dern, Alan
Alda, and Ray Liotta co-star.
Netflix. Category: Drama
Premiere Date: 12/06/2019

The Confession Killer
During the early '80s, Henry Lee
Lucas confessed to hundreds
of murders, bringing closure to
unsolved cases and grieving families.
Even with no direct evidence linking
Lucas to the crime scenes, he
stunned authorities with his ability
to sketch victims' portraits while
citing brutal details of each attack.
Yet journalists and attorneys found
impossibilities in Lucas’ timeline,
and DNA testing started to contradict
his internationally-reported claims.
THE CONFESSION KILLER, a riveting
five-part docuseries, explores how
the man once called America’s
most prolific serial killer was really
a complex figure entangled in a
flawed justice system. Directed by
Oscar nominee
Robert Kenner
(Food, Inc.) and
Taki Oldham.
Netflix.
Category:
Documentary
Season 1
Premiere Date:
12/06/2019
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Netflix. Category: Action, Thriller
Premiere Date: 12/13/2019

common ground and forge a future
for a billion followers around the
world. *Inspired by true events
Netflix.
Category: Biographical Drama.
Premiere Date: 12/20/2019

The Two Popes
From Fernando Meirelles, the
Academy Award-nominated director
of “City of God,” and three-time
Academy Award-nominated
screenwriter Anthony McCarten,
comes an intimate story of one of the
most dramatic transitions of power
in the last 2,000 years. Frustrated
with the direction of the church,
Cardinal Bergoglio (Jonathan Pryce)
requests permission to retire in
2012 from Pope Benedict (Anthony
Hopkins). Instead, facing scandal and
self-doubt, the introspective Pope
Benedict summons his harshest
critic and future successor to Rome
to reveal a secret that would shake
the foundations of the Catholic
Church. Behind Vatican walls, a
struggle commences between
both tradition and progress, guilt
and forgiveness, as these two very
different men confront elements
from their pasts in order to find

The Witcher
Based on the best-selling fantasy
series, The Witcher is an epic tale
of fate and family. Geralt of Rivia, a
solitary monster hunter, struggles
to find his place in a world where
people often prove more wicked
than beasts. But when destiny
hurtles him toward a powerful
sorceress, and a young princess with
a dangerous secret, the three must
learn to navigate the increasingly
volatile Continent together.
Netflix. Category: Action,
Adventure Series / Season 1
Premiere Date: 12/20/2019

NOTEWORTHY

The Irishman H H H H H
This movie, released for streaming on November 27th, surely
will be an Oscar contender. Robert De Niro, Al Pacino and
Joe Pesci star in Martin Scorsese’s THE IRISHMAN, an epic
saga of organized crime in post-war America told through
the eyes of World War II veteran Frank Sheeran, a hustler
and hitman who worked alongside some of the most
notorious figures of the 20th century. Spanning decades,
the film chronicles one of the greatest unsolved mysteries
in American history, the disappearance of legendary union
boss Jimmy Hoffa, and offers a monumental journey
through the hidden corridors of organized crime: its inner
workings, rivalries and connections to mainstream politics.
Netflix. Category: Crime, Drama
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WARNING: The following
information might be subject
to change after publishing.
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TEMPORADA DE LA GUITARRA:
EMMANUEL SOWICZ IN CONCERT
Emmanuel Sowicz is a British and
Chilean guitarist who combines
his passion for the guitar’s
traditional repertoire with a keen
interest in new music and the
art of transcription. This event is
part of Temporada de la Guitarra
(Guitar’s Season), organized by
Sociedad de la Guitarra Mazatlán.
GALERÍA ANTONIO LÓPEZ SÁENZ
at Museo de Arte Mazatlán /
20:00 hrs. / Tickets are $150 pesos
at the museum’s box office.
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CHRISTMAS’ LIGHTS ON
PLAZUELA MACHADO
Be witness of the Christmas’
decoration lighting at the plazuela
and enjoy of a joyful celebration and
holiday spirit. PLAZUELA MACHADO
/ 19:30 hrs. / FREE ENTRANCE.

ARTWALK IN CENTRO HISTÓRICO

EN ALGÚN LUGAR /
CONTEMPORARY DANCE
A contemporary dance performance
for children which tells the
story of three children living in
the streets and their powerful
imagination that allows them to
build a fantastic world. TEATRO
ÁNGELA PERALTA / 10:00 hrs.
/ FREE WITH TICKET. For more
information call at (669) 9814869
or email to info@delfosdanza.org.

Is a free self-guided walking tour
of artists’ studios and galleries
in Mazatlán’s Centro Histórico.
Intended to showcase the visual arts
and artists in downtown; provide
a free and accessible walking tour
for residents and visitors as a way
to meet the artists; and present a
venue for artists to show and sell
their artwork. Definitely a do not
miss event! You’ll find the printed
program all around Centro Histórico,
and you can identify the participant
galleries by a banner outside. FREE
ENTRANCE / 16:00 to 20:00 hrs /
MORE INFORMATION & MAP on
Facebook @artwalkmazatlan.

06/07

THE NUTCRACKER / BALLET
The classic E.T.A. Hoffman’s tale
along the gorgeous music of
Tchaikovsky about the little girl
who receives a nutcracker with a
magical secret on Christmas’ Eve
is back. If you have never seen this
ballet, is definitely a MUST for the
season. TEATRO ÁNGELA PERALTA
/ 20:00 hrs. / TICKETS go from S130
to S250 pesos and are on sale at
the THEATER’S BOX OFFICE
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11/12

15

20/21/22 23
CHRISTMAS’ GALA

FESTEJANDO EN NAVIDAD

A music, opera, comedy and
dance Christmas extravaganza
directed by Enrique Patrón De
Rueda for all family members to
enjoy. PLAZUELA REPÚBLICA /
19:00 hrs. / FREE ENTRANCE.

Be part of the Christmas’ magic,
music and colors in this amazing
show that has become a holiday
tradition in Mazatlan. Talented
musicians, singers and dancers
will offer an unforgettable show
creating an atmosphere of love
and family reunion to the rhythm
of classic Christmas songs. As is
tradition at the end of the show
the Christmas atmosphere will
extend to the lobby of the Theater
to share a piñata, atole, Mexican
candies, and more. TEATRO ÁNGELA
PERALTA / 19:00 hrs. / TICKETS go
from S150 to S250 pesos and are on
sale at the THEATER’S BOX OFFICE.

Performers from Centro Municipal
de las Artes will bring the
Christmas spirit alive with music,
dance and more at this colorful
event. PLAZUELA MACHADO /
19:30 hrs. / FREE ENTRANCE.

UNA ESTRELLA DE NAVIDAD
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ARTWALK IN GOLDEN ZONE
Get to know the art scene from
the Golden Zone area! Walking
through Playa Gaviotas street is a
nice 20-30 minute walk featuring
several artists, photographers,
designers and more. What a great
way to spend an afternoon and
enjoy amazing conversations within
the art community in Mazatlán.
FREE ENTRANCE / 12:00 to 16:00
hrs / MORE INFORMATION on
Facebook @artwalk.goldenzone.
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NEW YEAR’S EVE CELEBRATION
Music, Fireworks and and lots of fun,
will be the main ingredients in the
second edition of the evening “New
Year's Eve”, where tourists and locals
will have the opportunity to be part
of this great event that It is based
on Olas Altas Beach. Last year more
than 10,000 people were part of this
celebration. Tables and chairs have
to be reserve with anticipation. OLAS
ALTAS BEACH / 20:00 hrs. / FREE
ENTRANCE / MORE INFORMATION
at Cultura Mazatlán on the following
numbers: (669) 981.10.10, 982.88.20,
and 982.44.34 and ext. 44.

ECOS DE OTOÑO: DE LA
OPERA AL ARRABAL
A magnificent recital of opera
arias, zarzuela, musical and arrabal
songs, presented in a very theatrical
cabaret style. Flor Estrada and her
contralto voice would be performing
next to the tenor Alfredo Torres and
Sergio Castellanos, on the piano.
MUSEO DE ARTE MAZATLÁN /
20:00 hrs. / Tickets are $150 pesos
at the museum’s box office.
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Your handy-dandy Mazatlán resource guide! One low price of $2,000 pesos gets you a listing for the entire season
in print and digital edition too. Want to know more? Email us at mztmx@me.com or call (669) 240 73 03

AA Group
AA…Back 2 Basics Group CLOSED
AA Meeting EVERY Friday at noon,
year-round, at the Melville Hotel,
#99 Constitution, Centro. Contacts: Bob, 669-117-6112, rwbez@
yahoo.com; Denny, 669-116-5398,
barrattdennis@gmail.com.

Appliances
Mazatlán Appliances & Services
Large selection of home & commercial appliances. Guaranteed
low prices, prompt service! Call
us: 182-7737 or visit showroom at
Ave. Carlos Conseco #6077, across
from Marina Hospital.

Beauty Salon / SPA
Tippy Toes Salon & Spa Full-service salon: hair, nails, facials,
massage & more. Quality products and autoclave sterilization!
Sixto Osuna #115, Olas Altas,
across from Art Museum. 9813463, www.tippytoesmaz.com

Business/Professional Advice
Kelly Consultores. Specializing
in fideicomisos, business set-up,
accounting, legal, labor, tax & immigration matters. 30 years exp.
Rodolfo or Suelen Kelly. Office:
Guillermo Nelson 100-108, across
from cathedral, Centro. 985-5020.
skelly@kellyconsultores.com,
rkelly@kellyconsultores.com

Craft Sale

Dental
Dr. Francisco Bouttier General
Dentistry. GOOD PRICES! We’ll
come pick you up for your first
appt! Phone 669 982 4767 / 24
hours & emergencies. Excellent
reviews. English spoken. Rio Baluarte #139 Near the Aquarium.
ddsbouttier@hotmail.com

Design
Come visit our new Art and furnishings gallery in our Mazatlan4Sale offices. Exclusive designs
of authentic Oaxacan rugs, local artists exhibits and high end
furnishings. We also present the
Golden Zone ARTWALK once a
month with many local artists.
office@mazatlan4sale.com
669
913 6408 360 326 8769

GARAGE SALE
HUGE GARAGE SALE 100’s of Items
Must Go. Furniture, Antiques, Artwork, Statues, Decor, Lighting,
Hardware, Tools, Gifts, too much
to mention... Av Simon Bolivar
620 (off Aquiles Serdan) FRIDAY
Dec 13/SAT Dec 14 (8AM-2PM)

Get Away
La Rosa de Las Barras “Intimate
Beachfront Retreat.” A private
México vacation on a beautiful
secluded beach, one hour north
of Mazatlán near Las Labradas
petroglyphs. Cell: 696-102-5001,
www.larosadelasbarras.com.

Handyman
Craft, Food & Bake Sale. Starting
November 14, 9am to Noon every Wednesday. Featuring home
made pickles, pies, muffins, cookies & comfort food. We also have
crafts, jewelry, greeting cards and
much, much more. Located at La
Catrina Restaurant across from
Luna Palace.

A to Z Services “One Call Can
Solve All!” Experienced plumber,
tiler, metal work, floor polishing,
project & property managing. English speaking, 27 years in Mazatlán. Cell: 669 102-6662, griff2010@
gmail.com.

M! BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Insurance
Juan Chong Insurance “Reliable
Service for All Your Insurance
Needs.” Office: 669-982-0260, Cell:
6699-18-2504. Vonage: 619-4883717. Calle 5 de Mayo #2214, (bet.
Zaragoza & Luis Zuniga) Centro
Historico.juanfchong@gmail.com

Medical Services
Air evacuation insurance. GUARANTEED ACCEPTANCE for everyone under 85 & all stable pre-existing conditions automatically
covered. NO WAITING PERIODS!
RETURN to your home country
with an affordable Travel MedEvac
insurance policy! www.medevacmazatlan.com

Organic Products
Local produce, dairy, baked goods
and other items. Saturday 8amNoon, Zaragoza Park, Centro
Histórico. Nov-April. Info: 669116-3297. Facebook: Mercado
Orgánico de Mazatlán

Real Estate
Mazatlan4Sale, Premier Real Estate Brokerage. Located in Golden
Zone Playa Gaviotas #439, in-front
of Holiday Inn. Experience locally and in US for over 33 years in
Real Estate and Property Management for residential properties
and Home Staging. office@mazatlan4sale.com 669 913 6408 360 326
8769

Spanish Classes
Esinti Cafe - Spanish Classes
Mondays and Wednesdays 1:30pm
to 2:30pm at “Esinti Cafe”. Classes
for all levels. Register at lulugarvila@hotmail.com or 669 994 8632.
Don’t wait, register today!

Tours
Sinaloa Adventures DMC. Established Tour Operator, 20 years
experience, Certified Touring
Vehicles, Licensed Tour Guides,
Daily Tours, Tailor Made Excursions, Airport Transfers. Unforgettable Experiences!!! Call 669 191
2005/669 129 4857 sinaloaadventures@gmail.com

Tours
Onca Explorations, swimming
with dolphins in the wild,
whale watching, snorkel, kayak and more, we help travelers
live epic experiences, explore
new places, meet new people and connect with nature
while getting involved in conservation projects and citizen
science expeditions throughout Mazatlan and other ecoregions. Tel. (669) 913.40.50 /
(669) 116.03.01 www.oncaexplorations.com

Property Management
Mazatlan4Rent Experience Mazatlan’s finest selection of properties
for your next vacation. Proudly representing the professional needs of our clients and their
beautiful homes. Ave. Playa Gaviotas 439A, Zona Dorada office@
mazatlan4rent.com 669 913 1830
OCCAN PROPERTIES A vacation
home management company that
is small enough to care, but big
enough to make a difference. Now
accepting Oceanfront and Marina
properties! It’s time you experience
complete peace-of-mind. info@
occanproperties.com Ph. 669-5330950 www.occanproperties.com

Veterinarian
Paws of Love is your full service veterinarian clinic offering
such services as: Consultations,
X-Rays, Ultrasound, Vaccines,
Grooming, Surgery, Dental Cleaning, Pet Food and Accessories. 669
161 9855 or mvzineslovi@hotmail.
com Open 10AM to 6PM - English
Spoken.
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